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•President's Report

According to official weather reports the month of November might receive the dubieus
honor to be known as "the dullest month on record", as it started off with only 8 hours of
sunshine in 16 days. No doubt the hours of "starshine" were just as scarce, much to the dismay

our ardent observers. But, fortunately, Full Moon seems to have reversed this dismal trend,
November was certainly not a dull month for the Edmonton Centre, the highlight being

our Annual Banquet, a special occasion this time, since we remembered that our Centre came into
exstence 40 years ago.

We were happy to have the former executive secretary of the Society as our guest speaker
who was accompanied by h«r husband, Mr. Sam Litchinsky, an active member of the Calgary Centre.
Nb doubt everyone enjoyed her enlightening description of all that is involved in the operation
of our Society's Headquarters, Mrs. Litchinsky brought out some very important facts, which
make us proud to belong to his organization. Her relaxed and cheerful presentation, which
she illustrated with color slides, was followed by a lively question period.

We were also honored with the presence of Mrs, Cyril G. Wates, whose late husband has
played such an active part in our Centre, during the first decades, and who was awarded the
Chant Medal for his contributions to astronomy.

In recognition of this, Mr. Franklin Loehde presented to her a hardbound coyp of Prof.
Keepting's book "The Early Years of the Edmonton Centre".

The McBain Trophy for Astroptiotography, presented by Mr. Millar of McBain1 s Camera
Specialty Ltd., was awarded to Paul Deans. At the previous meeting we already had a chance to
see the skides Paul had made during the eclipse expedition to Tuk, and we happy he received this
well deserved award.

On behalve of the Council, Mr, Ralph Haeckel paid tribute to the late Mr. Angus Smith,
whose untimely death on June 6th of this year has been felt as a great loss to our centre.
The text of his presentation will be found on one of the following pages.

After the banquet, many members accepted the invitation of the Loehdes to an informal
get-together at their home. A pleasant conclusion of a memorable evening.

Many of our members have already purchased a copy of the publication: "The Earlier
vears of the Edmonton Centre" by Prof. E.S.Keeping*, and it is certainly fascinating and
.nspiring reading. Prof, Keepihg^has been a loyal and active member during all the 40 years our
Centre has existed, and we are very grateful that he compiled this history.

Copies of this book may be purchased for $1.00 from the Treasurer, Mr. Mike Dostal, or
from Mr. Franklin Loehde, who took careof the printing.

Our December Meeting promises to be an interesting one. It is good to see some of our
active telescope makers and observers share some practical information with us. The movie
we obtained for this evening, is also an outstanding one. We hope to see you all on December
11 th.

Lots of luck to the astronauts of Appllo 17, who, we hope, on the same date, will have
landed safely on the moon,

Secretarys Report

Mrs. Jenny Rusch
President

The December 11th meeting will be held again at the Provincial Museum and Archives of
Alberta Building at 8:oo P.M. Two>members of the Edmonton Centre, Keith Enhagen and Brian
Dowling who are eager observers will be giving a demonstration on silvering a mirror, Keith
and Brian have experience intelescope construction and mirror grinding. Keith has built his own
six-inch reflector. Brian has built his own eight-reflector.

As noted in the November Stardust, FIELDS OF SPACE is a color film and a sequel to the
Mational Film Soards international remowned film, "Universe" and will be known at our December
meeting. Do not miss seeing htis film.

Further to the last meetings busimess, the decision regarding a meeting place fprthe
Edmonton Centre's monthly meetings will probably be made through voting. The two meeting
laces available are the Provincial Meseum and Archives of Alberta Building and Room V 103 of
he Physics Building at the University of Alberta,t



"Atlas of Deeo-Sky Splendors" by Hans Vehrenberg is the latest addition to the Edmonton
Centres library. This is the book which was presented in memory of Angus D, Smith.

Copies of "The Earlier Years of the Edmonton Centre" by E.S,Keeping are available for
$1,00.

The treasurer, Mike Dostal has a supply of "Royal Astronomical Society of Canada" pins
on hand. One type for ladies and another type for men. They are well constructed and very a
attractive. Be sure to have a look at them. They are for sale. Also, a reminder that memberships
should be renewed before the end of December so that you will not miss out on any of the
R.A.S.C, Journals,

Tribute to the late Mr. Angus Smith, presented by Mr. Ralph Haeckel, at the Annual Banquet,

I suppose that none of us who knew Angus Smith and had the opportunity to work with
him have any need to be reminded, for the gap that he left by leaving us is ever so present
in our minds, and I think, that activities within this group won't be the same without him
for quite some time. He has certainly left his mark with the Royal Astronomical Society of
Canada and has made many friends across the country who will remember him for many years to
come,

Angus Smith became a member of the Edmonton Centre in 1964 and one year later was
elected secretary as which he served for two years. In 1967 he became Vice-President and
1968 to 1970 saw him serve as President of the Centre. Under his leadership and guidance
during these years an active youth group-was formed and their weekly friday night meetings,
which were often held in private homes were very popular and I an sure will long be rembered
by those who took part. His love for young people and his ability to deal with them made him
a truly outstanding person inour present day society.

Much credit must be due to Mr, Smith for his untiring efforts and the many hours of
work which he gave in organizing and staging the 1970 Klondike General Assembly here in
Edmonton, for which many from coast to coast will remember him.

His interest in Astronomy and his desire to see more of the Universe prompted him to
build his own telescopes, starting with a 6 inch telescope in 1964 and completing his own
observatory with a 121/2" reflector in 1966, As far as we know this was the first telescope ojfe
such size in Alberta privately owned after the famous Wates telescope here in Edmonton and
those of you who have visited Angus know what an excellent job he has done. Of course during
these years, due to his influence the interest in building one's own telescope grew here in
Edmonton and a good number of people undertook the difficult task of ginding their pwn
mirrors and building their own telescopes.

In paying tribute to Angus Smith for so relentlessly giving his time and sharing his knowledge
and experience in helping others the council of this centre has proposed an award for
telescope Design and Construction, The following, are the conditions laid out for the award.

ANGUS SMITH AWARD

This award shall be made at the discretion of the Council, at irregular intervals, to a
member of the Edmonton Centre of the Royal Astronomical Society of Canada, It shall be
awarded in recognition of outstanding achievement in the design and construction of telescopes
and/or related!astronomical instrumentation. The award shall take the form of a plaque
inscribed with the words "Angus Smith Award for Outstanding Telescope Design and Construction"
and shall be inscribed also with the name of the recipient and the year in which the award
is made,

Also it has been decided that a book be donated by the centre and be added to the library. It
is a photographic Star Atlas and hopefully it will be used by those who have built their own
telescopes.

Now last but not least I would like to present Mrs, Margeret Smith with an honorable
Membership of the Edmonton Centre Royal Astronomical Society of Canada, saying thank you to
her for the many things and services that she has given to us during all these years.



APOLLO 17 - THE LAST HURRAH

As time goes on, everthing seems to get bagger and better- The Apollo missions to the
moon have been no exception. During the Apollo'11 mission, Armstrong and Aldrin walked on the
lunar surface for 2 1/2 hours, collected about 60 pounds of moon rock, operated 3 simple

•periments, while overhead, the third crew member (quick now, who was he?) tried his best
stay awake until the other two returned. During the flight of Apollo 17, Eugene Cernan

(from Apollo 10), Harrison (Jack) Schmltt (a geologist) and Ronald Evans will conduct 26
different experiments using 13 instruments carried on the flight. The moon men Cernan and
Schmltt will spend 21 hours out on the lunar surface while Evans operates experiments in
the SIM Bay of the Command Ship,

Whether by forethought or accident, this last Apollo trip will be the most risky,
and therefore the most dramatic. The landing site, Taurus -.Littrow, is in a narrow valley
between two mountains Of the 13 instruments carried, 9 have never been flown before. The
mine new instruments include a lunar surface gravimeter, a neutron probe, a transmitter and
receiver for investigations of surface electrical properties, a lunar ejecta and meteorite
detector, a mass spectrometer for measuring atmospheric composition at the surface, a
traverse gravimeter, an orbital sounder, an orbital infrared scanning radiometer, and an
orbital far ultraviolet spectrometer. Some of these instruments had been placed onboard
Apollos 18 and 19, now cancelled and several wee not scheduled to fly at all- By pushing
these experiments, scientists hope to take full advantage of the last mission to the moon
for some time to come.

Including all the experiments, plus the addition of 200 more pounds of rock, Apollo
17 is going out in a flurry of-activity,' Combined with the rusults of the 5 other successful
missions, scientists of Earth should be kept busy for some time to come. Indeed, should lunar
exploration begin again, the wait of 10 to 15 years may be worth it. By then, scientists will
have been able to recover from.the overwhelming inflow of data from the moon, and could
probably outline very exact details wanted from future missions. Although everyone is
probably rather sick of seeing moon missions, I hope that Apollo 17 gets better coverage
±han was given to Apollo 16, Surely the fact that this is the last mission should count for

omething in the eyes of CBC:and CTV programmers; (probably not)

MARINER 9 -- A 200%_ SUCCESS

The Mars-Mariner project was planned around a two-spacecraft mission to the Red
Planet during 197V. A fail-lire of the launch vehicle on May 8 caused the loss of Mariner 8,
so Mariner 9 was modified in order to carry out both the planned missions. Mariner 9 was
launched successfully on May 30,1971 A midcourse correction was so accurate that the craft
meeded no further maneuvering during Ms 248 million mile 167 day journey,

As the spacecraft approached Mars"in mid-November, a series of pictures verified
the existence of a colossal dust storm that had enveloped the entire Martian globe. It had
a period of 11.97 flours,: and ranged as low as 850 miles ...above the surface. An orbit inclination
of 65 degrees was selected so that Mariner could map m\r& than 70% of the planet*

During the first six weeks of orbital operatiins, the Mariner 9 mission was limited
by the huge dust storm. However, the craft still performed useful functions:
1) The photos of the storm.provided a continually changing picture of the dust flow

patterns and showed:that only 4 mountain pefks were high enough to escape the
storm. It is now belived that dust storms ,/id cloudiness do account for much of the
puzzling variability of Mars' appearance ove^ the years.

2) Phobos and Deimos were photographed clos'e-tip. Both moons are heavily cratered, and
both are synchronous.with Mars (one sidr always faces Mars)

3) A gravity field variation was discover^"which changed the relationship of the orbit
of Mariner with respect to its low po^ Jb of orbit.
During the first few weeks of"January; a clear Mars was presented to the cameras of

--Mariner 9, These first pictures revealed a shrinking south polar cap, sinuous channels which
appeared to be water-cut, chaotic terrain first seen by Mariners 6 and 7, huge impact craters
with their floors covered with wind-blown dunes, and a huge chasm stretching some 2500mi1es



(1/4 the circumference"of"the-planer}" which was measured to be nearly 209000 feet deep, By mid-
March,, photo maps covered 851 of the-surface, and plans were made to extend the areas
covered as long as Mariner continued to function.

The extended mission:took in the north polar region which was not visible earlier
due to the spacecraft's orbit,-, features that seem to vary as the Martian seasons change, andA
possible landing sites for the Viking 1975 project. Mapping coverage was extended to 100* of
the planet. The final pictures played back by Mariner were received at JPL on Oct 17, and
brought the total number of photos received to 7,329! Mariner 9's mission ended on October
27 when the craft's supply of fuel" for tis attitude control thrusters was exhausted. It had
made 698 active orbits of the Red Planet, and it is expected to remain in Mars orbit for 50
or more years,

A brief science summary of the experiments or board Mariner 9 show that Mars is
far from being as desolate as the moon,

1) Television Experiment*,surface) — Mars can be divided into at least four major
geological regions. First, NixOlympIca and other volcanic regions. Nix Olympica
Is teh largest volcano on the planet, being 300 miles across at its base and rising
11 miles above:the surrounding plain Secoud is the equatorial plateau region with
faults and rifts (said to resemble the skin of an elephant when viewed close-up).
A third includes cratered.and smpoth regions, probably older than the other two
types, and found in:both north and south areas of Mars, Finally, the south polar
cratered terrain which may be blanketed by piacial sediment layers up to 300 feet
thick, Any.water on'Mars is probably locked in this region,

2) Television Experiment (atmosphere) -- After the dust storm settled, the north was
found to be covered by.-a -north' polar hood of variable clouds, Some clouds and
systems-resembled'small-cyclones." Clouds" believed to boctain water-ice were
observed, particulary over large volcanoes. Other "localized dust storms were
seen after the global storm had cleared,

3) Ultraviolet Spectrometer Experiment -- Ozone was detected over both polar regions^
but in amounts less.that 01% that present In teh Earth's atmosphere By making w
30,000 individual measurements of relative surface brightness, produced a basic
topographical" map of Mars, Two areas showed abrupt elevation changes ~ the region
surrounding the 2500 mile canyon,, and the area near the major volcanic belt,

4) Infrared Interferometer Spectrometer Experiment -- The Martian north pole was much
colder and dryer (about:200 degrees below zero) that the coldes spot on Earth.
During the dust storms, the dust-laden atmoshpere lowered maximum surface temper-
tures (by 40" degrees at the equator to about 125 degrees at the poles). Again
carbon dioxide was shown to be the princibal constituent of the Martian polar*
atmosphere,

5) Infrared Radiometer Experiment -- Surface temperatures range frome 80 degrees above
zero at the equator: to 190 legrees below zero at the poles Although there were
hundreds of areas on Ma^s wermer or colder than the averages, no clearcut examples
of internal heat (i'e active volcanoes) are apparent from data from this experiment.
Other experiments showed Mars bulges at the equator by some 17 miles. Strong

Martian gravity anomalies suggest'large's* esses at work on the planet's crust, implying
current or recent geological.activity, Atmospheric measurements suggest surface pressures
ranging from 2,8 tjo 13,0 millibars, with a mean surface pressure of 5 millibars'(Earth sea-
level pressure norm = 1000 millibars,)

The data obtained from Mariner 9 iversed the opinions held about Mars by many who
had studied the results returned by Mariners 4 i 6, and 7, The idea that the Red Planet is a
dead world similar to the:moon hasnow been dis arded Mariner 9S with its detailed study of
Mars, has laid the ground work' for other ventures to the planet, including Soviet and
American unmanned landings upon its surface The Americans hope to have Viking spacecraft lan<
upon the Martian surface by 1975. (For a detailed topographical look at Mars, refer to the
August 1972 edition of Sky and Telescope) Qt,mm,Z, „ L mac* m n •,

3 J y ' Summary o, JK/NASA News Release
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A silvering demonstration; plus the film "Fields of Space'

Provincial'Museum and Archives of Alberta Building
12845 - 102 Avenue

Monday, December 11th at 8:00 P.M.




